The

BY REFERRAL ONLY
Initial Consultation

The BY REFERRAL ONLY Initial Consultation is your opportunity to communicate clearly how you
operate differently from traditional Agents and Lenders. You’ll emphasize that your business
purpose is to provide a level of service that makes you referable to your clients’ friends, family
members, and colleagues. Most importantly, your clients will leave with an expectation that
when you deliver a world-class experience, you’ll ask them for referrals.
There are 12 dialogues that, when mastered, provide the structure for a meaningful
conversation between you and your prospective clients about your service philosophy, and
clarifying the ways you can address their needs. Optional, advanced dialogues may be included
when appropriate.
The most important dialogue to build a relationship with your clients during your Initial
Consultation is “Your Ultimate Scenario,” where you learn about what’s important to your client at
the motivational level. This dialogue gives you the opportunity to develop a meaningful, personal
connection with your client, that in turn becomes the foundation of a long-term relationship.
The degree to which you establish credibility during the first part of the consultation determines
the depth of the responses you’ll hear during the Ultimate Scenario portion of the Initial
Consultation. This depth often determines the success of your process because it clarifies the
client’s motivation for buying, selling or borrowing for both you and your client.
To prepare for learning each dialogue, take the following steps:

1 Schedule Remodel Time to learn each dialogue.
2 View the video demonstration of each dialogue.
3 Read each dialogue carefully.
4 Practice the dialogue until it feels comfortable and sounds natural.
5 As you learn each dialogue, add the visual aid to your Initial Consultation Binder.
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Dialogue
Purpose

The BY REFERRAL ONLY
Initial Consultation

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

1. Who Are You?

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

2. We Have Mutual Permission To Reject

Builds credibility

3. You Have Four Options…1, 2, 3, or me?

Builds credibility

4. My Purpose

Builds credibility;
enhances referability

5. What I do for you…
- Consultant
- Negotiator
- Overseer of Transactional details

Builds credibility

6. How I Do What I Do…

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

7. Taxi or Limo – What Makes Me Different

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

8. Why I Do What I Do

Builds credibility;
enhances referability

9. Joining My Audio Advocate Reference List /
Your Referral Tree

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

10. Your (Client’s) Ultimate Scenario:
“What’s important about _____, to you?

Enhances referability;
Builds credibility

11. My Best Advice for You…

Builds trust; reinforces
approachability

12.My Closing – You have four options…
1, 2, 3, or me?
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Optional Advanced
Dialogues

A. You compensate me
in two ways…
B. Evaluate your total
experience…
C. How I spend my time…
D. I serve two clients…
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1

WHO ARE YOU?

This dialogue helps you develop a personalized introduction that identifies your personal
and business background and answers the unspoken questions about you and your business
experience.

BENEFITS:
+ Establishes your approachability and referability.
+ Conveys your energy, uniqueness, and professionalism.

Unless you’ve met with your clients before, you’ll begin the Initial Consultation with an
introduction of who you are. This dialogue gives the potential client an overview of the basic
business information they need about you plus an insight into your most referable qualities.

NOTE: You can also use this as a stand-alone introduction in social and professional
environments.

Here are the questions that you must answer to provide a complete picture of who you are.
1 What is your name?
2 What is your company name?
3 How long have you been in your business?
4 What geographic area do you serve?					
WHO ARE YOU?
5 What is your area of expertise?
6 Who is on your team?
7 Where are your offices located?

While rattling off succinct answers will provide valuable information, you’ll miss an opportunity
to share your referable qualities. Here are examples of what you might say to give a prospective
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client a comprehensive and compelling picture of you and your most professional qualities.
Take special note of the underlined words in the examples. To make the most positive impression,
you must carefully select words that accurately describe those traits that make you referable.

REALTOR DIALOGUE

Hi, my name is Sue Smith.
I’m an imaginative, inventive, efficient real estate consultant working with the
accomplished professionals at ABC and Associates.
For the past five amazing years, I have unfailingly and thoroughly focused on serving the
booming communities of North County.
I have incredible partners - four of them are dedicated licensed advisors, and we all work
from home and out of our gorgeous offices in the wonderful Del Mar Plaza Suites.

LENDER DIALOGUE

Hi, my name is Tom Brown.
I’m an expert liability coach working with the talented professionals at ABC Mortgage.
For 24 exceptional months I have, like clockwork, willingly made my progressive
mortgage advice available to the homeowners who choose to use their mortgage as a way to
create wealth and security.
My committed team of four self-sufficient, dynamically thinking partners work from home
and at our comfortable and pleasant-to-visit offices in the Del Mar Plaza Suites.
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ANSWERING THE UNSPOKEN QUESTION: WHO ARE YOU?

Hi, my name is _______________________________. I’m a/an ____________________________________
and ___________________ consultant working with the _________________________________
professionals at_________________________________________.
For the past __________________________________, I’ve ____________________and __________________
focused on helping the people who live in the _____________________________________________
___________________ of _______________________.
My _______________________________team/partners of ___________________________________________
and I work out of our ____________________________ offices in ______________________________________.

EXAMPLE REFERABLE BUSINESS AND CHARACTER TRAITS
Accomplished

Detail-oriented

Influential

Resolute

Attentive

Effective

Informed

Service-oriented

Capable

Efficient

Knowledgeable

Sincere

Committed

Energetic

Motivated

Skilled

Competent

Enthusiastic

Outgoing

Thorough

Concerned

Experienced

Persistent

Thoughtful

Creative

Focused

Proficient

Trustworthy

Credible

Friendly

Prompt

Decisive

Honest

Purposeful

Dedicated

Imaginative

Qualified
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2

WE HAVE MUTUAL PERMISSION TO REJECT

After your clients know who you are, this dialogue establishes you as a consultant versus a
salesperson interested only in transactions, and empowers both you and your client to choose
with whom you do business.

BENEFITS:
+ Conveys that qualified, potential clients can choose to hire you as their consultant.
+ Positions you as a consultant who selects clients based on mutual compatibility.
+ Sets the tone for open, honest communication

DIALOGUE:

Mrs. Client…
I (see, hear, feel) that you have some important things that you want to accomplish.
After (seeing, hearing, experiencing) a little bit about your circumstances, I believe I (can, will,
must) help you!
To make absolutely sure, I want to ask you a few thought-provoking questions.
As I (listen, see, experience) your answers, if I don’t think I’m the right consultant to help
you, I’ll let you know immediately.
Before I ask you those thought-provoking questions I will (show you, tell you, give you a
feeling) how I work and as you (see, hear, experience) how I work, if you don’t think you’re
the right client for my consulting service, please let me know – fair enough?
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3

YOU HAVE FOUR OPTIONS…1, 2, 3, OR ME?

After your clients know who you are, this dialogue establishes you as a consultant versus a
salesperson interested only in transactions, and empowers both you and your client to choose
with whom you do business.

BENEFITS:
+ Conveys that qualified potential clients can choose to hire you as their consultant.
+ Establishes trust and credibility.

DIALOGUE:
Before we choose to work together (lean strong positive), I’d like to (show you/explain to you/
kick around a few ideas about) how I work and the people I enjoy working with most.
Because we’re scheduled for a 1-hour consultation, it means we will be complete about _____
am/pm; does that still work for you?
During our time together, I imagine you would want to know what your options are by the
time we are done, would you not?
When we’re done at about _____am/pm, I’ll ask you what you believe is the best option for you.
You don’t have to do anything. (lean negative) I’ll give you all the information you need,
and if you’re not ready to decide yet, that will be fine.
You can do this all on you own. Every year thousands of people buy/sell/borrow all on
their own. So if you decide to do this all on your own, let me know. (lean strong negative)
You can work with a traditional (real estate agent/lender) if you decide, and I can even
refer you to a more traditional agent/lender. (lean strong negative)
You choose to work with me because you believe I’m your best option. (lean strong positive)
So at the end of our consultation, I’ll ask you…what’s it going to be – 1, 2, 3 or me? (charged
completely neutrally)
Fair enough?
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4

MY PURPOSE

This dialogue demonstrates the strength of your resolution to deliver a world-class experience
for your clients.

BENEFITS:
+ Identifies the importance of referrals to your business.
+ Plants a referral seed.

DIALOGUE:

(lean strong positive with an open hand.)
Mr. and Mrs. Client, my purpose is for you to be so outrageously happy with the help I
provide you that you’ll gladly introduce me to at least two people you really care about
before I even sell your home/help you buy a new home/close on your loan.
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5

WHAT I DO FOR YOU…

This dialogue communicates the three distinct roles you perform during the course of a
transaction.

NOTE: This dialogue is one of the longest, and it’s separated into three sections. A list of key
points for your role precedes each section; choose only those traits which are true for you.

BENEFITS:
+ Identifies your range of skills and how you apply them on your client’s behalf.
+ Demonstrate the value you bring to the transaction process and justifies your commission.

ROLE 1: CONSULTANT
1: I ask questions.
2: I take the risk of asking questions.
3: I discover what’s important to you.
4: I lead and your choices are easy.
5: I listen vigilantly (to understand what’s important to you).
6: I craft a strategic process for you.
7: I define problems.
8: I anticipate obstacles.
9: I identify solutions.
10: I balance everyone’s needs.
11: I recognize my mistakes openly.
12: I am willing to change.
13: I admit my biases.
14: I help you realize your dreams.
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DIALOGUE:
Mr. and Mrs. Client, my three roles are:
I am Your Consultant.
I am Your Negotiator.
I am Your Overseer of the Transactional Details.
My first role is as your Consultant.
1: As your consultant, you may notice I will ask you profound, insightful questions.
2: Maybe you’ll notice they are the types of questions that the typical agent or lender
might not ever take the risk of asking you. (Lean strong negative with lots of emphasis
on the risk.)
3: Experience shows that a skilled consultant like me will ask you probing, intelligent questions
because discovering what is really important to you, is really important to me.
4: You may notice how quickly you can (see/hear/feel) that as your consultant, it is important
that I lead you through the process of clarifying your values, because when your values
are clear, your choices are easy, and you want to make good, easy choices, do you not?
5: You might also notice, consulting is listening vigilantly to your answers.
6: What you may not know, is that only when you have confirmed that I have heard you, then
and only then, will I craft a very specific strategic process to make sure you get the
(best loan/best home/best price for your home).
7: Because I am your consultant, one of the things I do for you is appropriately define the
problems we encounter during our transaction because you need to differentiate essential
objectives from less relevant concerns.
8: Experience also shows me how to anticipate likely obstacles to achieving your objectives
9: and then identify sensible means to circumvent them.
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10: What happens when you imagine your consultant recognizing and balancing the
different needs of all the relevant people impacted by the decisions you make?
11: Now you may choose to listen carefully to this: As your consultant, I will recognize when
serious flaws in my own ideas require my swift, public acknowledgment.
12: I make mistakes and I am willing to make dramatic changes in new directions when
required, and I would like to suggest that you do the same.
13: In the days and weeks ahead you will begin to notice that I will consistently demonstrate
my ability to admit my own personal biases and I will use this awareness to constantly
improve my thinking, because 14: what is most important to me as your consultant
is that you realize your dreams.

ROLE 2: NEGOTIATOR
1: I am like a pit bull.
2: I am skilled, experienced and focused.
3: I critically examine assumptions.
4: I skillfully articulate.
5: I am worth it.
6: I am responsible.
7: I anticipate.
8: I identify flaws.
9: I am committed to you.
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DIALOGUE:
My second role is as your Negotiator.
1: I treat your money like it is mine. When it is time to save you or make you money,
I am like a pit bull.
You, like me, know that money is an emotional issue and to represent your own self is like
performing surgery on yourself. You would never do that, would you?
2: I imagine being healthy is important to you. Then I would like to suggest you delegate that
to a person you trust and respect. Like me, you probably believe it’s in your best interest
to have a skilled, experienced and focused negotiator on your team.
3: Imagine what it will be like to have a person who deals with your money, to critically
examine the accuracy of the underlying assumptions being relied on.
4: What you will quickly notice as I am negotiating for you is that I will skillfully articulate
the strengths and weaknesses of the suggestions other agents or lenders propose.
5: As a result, you will sooner or later become aware that my negotiating skills alone are
worth every penny you pay me.
6: Because I am your negotiator, it is my responsibility to recognize the likely underlying
agendas and motivations of individuals that are involved in your transaction. 7: (Name),
you’ll also notice how quickly I anticipate the likely emotional reactions of individuals to
actions or communications.
8: By now, you have probably noticed that as your negotiator, I will appropriately articulate
the essential flaws in the arguments of others, and reiterate the strengths of your position.
9: (Name), I will recognize when it’s appropriate to resist the objections of others and remain
committed to a sound course of action for you.
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ROLE 3: I OVERSEE ALL THE TRANSACTIONAL DETAILS
1: I oversee details.
2: I dot the i’s and cross the t’s.
3: I integrate complexity.
4: I am your pilot.
5: I understand turbulence.
6: I recognize the need for accurate information.
7: I see multiple perspectives.
8: I identify unintended consequences.
9: I recognize details so you can relax.
10: I consider effects and consequences.
11: I encourage feedback.

DIALOGUE:
My third role is to Oversee All of the Transactional Details.
1: In the days and weeks and even months ahead, you will come to appreciate my role as the
person who oversees all the transactional details.
2: As you can imagine, every i must be dotted and every t must be crossed, because there
are 100 pieces of paper requiring upward to 43 signatures and initials, and making a
mistake can be very costly to you.
Every transaction has 100 to 150 phone calls alone, and each one of them is loaded with
critical details.
How does it make you feel knowing that there are 43 different people from 14 different
industries that get involved during the seven stages of your transaction? 3: That is a lot of
what is called “integrated complexity.”
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Imagine that (selling/buying/borrowing) is like flying an airplane across the country.
4: Imagine I’m your pilot and you’re my passenger.
We may or may not run into turbulence.
Have you ever been a passenger in a plane?
Have you ever been in turbulence?
Then you know!
5: To make it easy for you to see everything that I do for you, that you don’t see, because you
are in the passenger seat, I created a list of 88 different types of turbulence.
6: You will also notice that, as your pilot, I will always recognize what is known about an
issue, what more needs to be known, and how to best obtain the relevant and accurate
information needed.
7: As a matter of fact, one of my greatest skills is to see things from multiple perspectives,
which means 8: I can identify likely, unintended consequences of our decisions.
9: You can relax because as the person who oversees all of the details on your transaction,
I recognize the conclusions that can and cannot be drawn from a particular exchange
with all the different people involved.
10: You can be confident because I will appropriately consider the probable effects and likely,
unintended consequences that may result from taking a particular course of action.
11: (Name), as the person who oversees all of the details of your transaction, I will pursue
and encourage feedback that may reveal an error in my judgment and then make
appropriate adjustments.
(Name), it is good you now know if I choose to work with you, and you choose to work with
me, what I consider are my three most important roles in representing you, is it not?
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6

HOW I DO WHAT I DO…

This dialogue summarizes your transactional process using “SUCCESS” as a guideword/outline to
highlight the client experience.

BENEFITS:
+ Allow clients to identify with your process.
+ Communicates the breadth of your process from start to celebration.

DIALOGUE:

One of the things you’re really going to love about my approach to consulting is that I will
invest the time necessary discovering what is important to you, which means you will make
decisions based on the goals you want to achieve and the problems you want to solve.
It’s not important that you select me as your consultant; what’s important is that you ensure
that you’ve found the right person who has the skills to ask you the right questions to help you
gain greater clarity.
I’ve developed a formula for success and I use the initials S-U-C-C-E-S-S to outline my
process. My first step is to understand your intentions and priorities. Therefore, my first
step is “S” – seek to understand.
I’m not going to tell you how long it will take for you to determine exactly what you want
because I’m willing to invest whatever amount of time you want to make sure you are clear
about your short-term and long-term intentions.
The “U” stands for utilizing my knowledge. You can have confidence in me in this stage
of our relationship because I will utilize the collective wisdom of over 50 years of experience
and over 2200 real estate/mortgage transactions combined from all the experts at (ABC
Company).
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Experience shows that people who utilize our local market knowledge will sell their home
for 97% of the current list price or more.
Experience shows that people who utilize our local market knowledge will buy a home that
can increase value at about 8% annually.
Experience shows that people who utilize our mortgage planning services will use their
home loan as a key component in wealth creation.
(Include the appropriate option)
OPTION 1
I would like to suggest that you utilize our Smart Home Selling Plan, which includes
+ Our Professional Staging and Home Conditioning Plan.
+ Our 10-Step Localized Marketing Plan.
+ Our 3-Step Global Internet Strategy.
OPTION 2
I would like to suggest that you utilize our Smart Home Buying Plan, which includes
+ Our Pre-Approved House Payment Program.
+ Our 5-Step Home Search Process.
OPTION 3
I would like to suggest that you utilize our Smart Loan Plan, which includes
+ Our Credit Improvement Process.
+ Our Home Loan Search Program.
+ Our Liability Coaching Program.
The next letter is “C” and it stands for “contract and negotiate.”
I wouldn’t advise you to make any contractual commitments until you feel comfortable that
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the terms of the agreements will satisfy everything that’s important to you.
In the days and weeks ahead, you’ll begin to notice that my style of negotiating is to help you
divide your objectives into three categories: Need, Want and Would Be Nice.
+ NEEDS: The needs are what you must get out of the negotiation – they are non-negotiable.
+ WANTS: The wants can be conceded on, but not without getting something in return.
+ WOULD BE NICE: The would be nice items can be more readily used as bargaining chips.
Remember that the other side does not need to know that you’re willing to part with the
would be nice items.
As your negotiator, I imagine you want me to have a clearly defined process for helping you
get what you need, want and wish to have, do you not?
In this fourth step of our process, we’ll focus on (C) coordinating the transactional
details. There are 15 different people involved in your transaction. They are:
1: Title Agent

9: Underwriter

2: Home Inspector

10: Notary

3: Appraiser

11: Termite Inspector

4: Attorney

12: Warranty Agent

5: Escrow Agent

13: Moving Company

6: Selling Agent and Team

14: Utilities Companies

7: Buying Agent and Team

15: Surveyor

8: Lender
As you can imagine, at this stage we are focused on all the logistics. We must have all our
ducks in a row.
When you really begin to get in touch with all the details that are involved in your transaction,
then you’ll understand the importance of having a skilled coordinator like me overseeing all of
the integrated complexity involved.
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The final three letters stand for important dates to set now so we can plan accordingly.
The “E” stands for “Establish a Celebration Date.” Throughout the transaction, what
I focus on is timing and any last minute glitches that may interfere with our carefully
constructed plans.
My goal is to remind you that you’ve achieved your goals and that this is a time to celebrate
despite all the craziness.
Imagine what it will feel like when it’s time to set up your moving date.
Your transaction is closed. You’re ready to move! As the person who coordinates the
transaction details, I will help you in the orchestration of the smoothest move possible. During
this time, you may or may not experience the absolute joy of achieving your desired outcome,
and also you may experience the completion of a phase of your life.
I believe it’s best to focus on what we want and make the best choices along the way to make
your dreams come true.
Because I see myself as your (real estate/mortgage) consultant for life, meaning for as
long as you live and for all parts of your life, my commitment is to stay in frequent, and
somewhat informal, communication with you.
You may have questions about what’s happening in the local and national markets, but more
importantly, you may want to have access to all the different people that I know who provide
world-class service.
Because I work BY REFERRAL ONLY, it means I will continue to refer you to the best resources,
people, and services that I can find to improve your life.
Also, you will be talking to people who are just like you – that may want advice or just a
question answered – and I choose for you to be comfortable recommending them to me.
Isn’t it nice to know you now have friend in the business that you feel comfortable referring
your friends, family and neighbors to?
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7

TAXI OR LIMO? – WHAT MAKES ME DIFFERENT

In this dialogue, you’ll establish yourself as a consultant (versus a salesperson only interested in
the transaction) and plant referral seeds.

BENEFITS:
+ Provides an easily understood comparison between ordinary and extraordinary service.
+ Builds comfort with your clients.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, I have come completely prepared to (show you/talk to you/experience
with you) the different ways to (buy/sell/borrow).
Before I give that to you, I want to (show/explain to/share with) you what makes me different
from the traditional real estate agent/lender.
When you hear “traditional agent/lender,” imagine a taxi driver.
Have you ever been in a taxicab? (Lean strong negative.)
As you recall, it has its own unique experience. (The secret here is not to give your experience
of a taxi, let them create their own.)
Experience tells me, when you decide (lean negative) to go for a taxi ride, the taxi takes you
the way they want to take you, then you get out of the cab and you pay. (Gesture paying as
you lean negative.) Then the cab takes off, and you never see the cab driver again.
(Sigh in disgust as you look and lean strong to their negative side.)
I’m not going to tell you that 50% of all Realtors/Lenders (lean strong negative) spend 80-90%
of their time looking for a new client because it actually might be higher than that.
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What I would like to suggest is that many are like a cab driver – they’re always looking for a
person to take for a ride.
One of the things you will love about working with me is my business is more like a limousine
service. (Lean strong positive.)
Because the fact is, I invest 80-90% of my time focusing on making your goals come true. As
a result of operating my business more like a limo service and not a taxi cab, people gladly
introduce me to their family, friends, and neighbors.
Here is my card. Let me (show/tell/share with) you my vision for our relationship.
Because you want me to dedicate 100% of my energy toward making your dream come true,
I have created a unique approach to home buying/house selling/home financing called BY
REFERRAL ONLY. (Lean strong positive.)
(Hand them the card and say,) On the front of the card is my contact information; on the
back of the card is my mission statement.
Here is what it says, (now slowly lean strong negative.) As you may or may not know,
traditional real estate agents/lenders spend 80% of their time searching for new business
from the general public, which means they have little or no time to serve you during the
transaction; they’re just looking to find new business.
(Neutral.) Imagine me as your BY REFERRAL ONLY real estate/mortgage consultant.
What I do for you is invest my time (open hand, lean strong positive) consulting, negotiating,
and overseeing your transactional details, so you have a quality experience that causes you to
want to recommend my services to the people you care about most.
The purpose of my business is referral, which means I must bring the type of value that makes
you feel comfortable referring me to the people you care about most.
After all, a referral is sending someone you care about to someone you respect. It’s a great
way to live and a better way to run a business, BY REFERRAL ONLY.
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8

WHY I DO WHAT I DO

This dialogue communicates your belief system to your client.

BENEFITS:
+ Identifies your motivation for your career.
+ Communicates that you will act in your client’s best interests.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, why I do what I do is based on what I believe.
I believe that you can tell what a person stands for by clearly understanding the principles
that they operate their business by.
I believe that when it’s time to buy or sell a home you must have a person representing your
interest more than they are representing their commission check.
I believe that when you work with a consultant who works BY REFERRAL ONLY, they must
have integrity or else they have no future business.
I believe you want to work with a consultant who relies 100% on referrals because it means
they must have a high integrity approach to representing your best interest, because they
have to.

LENDER’S DIALOGUE
I believe that even when clients are aware of various mortgage products, they are often
unaware of the nature and magnitude of benefits they can realize by creatively structuring
mortgage financing.
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I believe that one size does not fit all when it comes to mortgages. I believe that my clients
deserve personal mortgage banking services.
I believe that even sophisticated clients require expert assistance to select the mortgage(s)
that best fits what’s important to them.

REALTOR’S DIALOGUE WITH SELLERS
I believe that even when clients are aware of what homes are selling for in their area,
they are unaware of the nature and the magnitude of benefits they can realize by creatively
conditioning, positioning, and marketing their property.
I believe that successful people are busier than ever before, and therefore require that the
home selling process be made as easy as humanly possible.

REALTOR’S DIALOGUE WITH BUYERS
I believe that even when clients are aware of what homes are for sale in their area,
they are unaware of the nature and the magnitude of benefits they can realize by creative
consulting, no-nonsense negotiating, and careful overseeing of the details.
I believe that successful people are busier than ever before, and therefore require that the
home buying process be made as easy as humanly possible.
Final sentence for all:
I believe that my clients deserve to have the most skilled consultant, negotiator, and overseer
of the details representing them at all times.
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9

JOINING MY VIDEO ADVOCATE REFERENCE
LIST / YOUR REFERRAL TREE

This dialogue gives potential clients endorsements of your clients’ positive experiences while
working with you.
An Advocate Reference List is a collection of five to 10 printed endorsements describing how
you’ve helped clients buy, sell or finance. Your Referral Tree demonstrates the chain of people
who have referred others to you.

VIDEO ADVOCATE REFERENCE LIST
BENEFITS:
+ Encourages referral conversations: Past client advocates talk to potential clients
about your trustworthy character and exceptional service.
+ Keeps your name in the minds of your advocates: The more that people talk about
how valuable your services are, the more they’ll remember to refer you.

CREATING THE VIDEO ADVOCATE REFERENCE LIST
1 Compile a list of clients who have

+ Referred business to you.
+ Written endorsements of you and your service.
2 Personally contact each client and ask them to record a short video on their smart phone.
3 Create a list of the clients who recorded videos.

DIALOGUE:
Mr. and Mrs. Client, experience shows that although history is not a clear way to predict the
future, it’s a pretty accurate way to indicate what is most likely to happen.
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Here is a list of families just like you, who wanted to make the best choice of who to help them
make their dreams come true.
After the transaction was over, each of these 10 people was willing to record a brief video
message for you to watch, knowing that if you could hear what others’ real-world experience
of me was, it might make it more comfortable for you to choose me.
Here is a link to watch the videos at your convenience.

CREATING THE ADVOCATE REFERENCE LIST
1 Compile a list of clients who have

+ Referred business to you.
+ Written endorsements of you and your service.
2 From your point of view, compose a brief note about how you solved a client’s problem.

Use your Evidenced of Success stories to get you started.
For example: Ted and Cheyenne were excited first-time homebuyers and engaged to be married.
Ted had just finished his degree and was starting a new job. We were able to find the perfect
home near his new job, and to close quickly because I’d helped them get pre-qualified. Cheyenne
has already referred one of her close friends!
3 Using a permission form, obtain your clients’ written permission to publish their story,

phone number, and photograph (if applicable)
4 Print copies of your list to include in your clients’ Initial Consultation binders.

DIALOGUE:
After the transaction was over, each of these 10 people was willing to write a brief message
for you to read, knowing that if you could see what others’ real-world experience of me was, it
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might make it more comfortable for you to choose me.
Please feel free to call any of these folks and ask them if we did a great job with the people
they’ve recommended.
Someday, I’d love to add your name to our Advocate Reference List.

YOUR REFERRAL TREE
BENEFITS:
+ Plants referral seeds.
+ Recognizes and reinforces client referrals.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, in the weeks, and months, and years ahead, you’ll notice that I compare
my business to a tree.
Here is what it looks like. I call it a Referral Tree.
As I earn your trust and deliver beyond your expectations, you’ll be comfortable introducing
people you care about to me.
For example, this is the Anderson’s tree; they referred the Johnsons who referred the Millers,
who referred you. Today I’ll begin a Lifetime Referral Tree for you as I did with the Andersons,
Johnsons, and Millers.
Of course, my purpose is that you are so outrageously happy with how we help you that you
are just as comfortable as the Johnsons and Andersons have been referring us to people they
care about.
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10

YOUR (CLIENT’S) ULTIMATE SCENARIO
WHAT’S IMPORTANT ABOUT
, TO YOU?

This is the most important dialogue in the series, and your client will do most of the talking.
You’ll ask a series of questions that help your clients:
+ Clarify and communicate their long-term goals, needs, and expectations.
+ Identify the deeper significance of the transaction.
In the course of the conversation, you’ll demonstrate your care for and commitment to the
clients’ achievement of their dreams, and continue to build trust by showing that you heard and
understood your clients and take their wishes seriously.

BENEFITS:
+ Validates your role as a consultant rather than a traditional salesperson.
+ Shows the high standards of the personal service you deliver.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, I don’t know if I’ll be able to help you. Earlier, I told you I would ask you
some thought-provoking questions, listen to your answers, and if I’m not the right consultant
to serve you, I’ll let you know. With your permission, may I ask you some thought-provoking
questions now?
What is important about

, to you?

You can vary what you say with advanced questioning techniques:
1. What is important about

to you?

2. Specifically what’s important about

to you?

3. What happens when you imagine

?

4. What would happen if you didn’t get
5. What would

?

do for you?

6. How would it feel for you to
7. What’s important in a

?
to you?

8. What do you really want?
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1. 														
2. 														
3. 														
4. 														
5. 														
6. 														
7. 														
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11

MY BEST ADVICE FOR YOU…

Following the Ultimate Scenario, you’ll offer personalized advice about your prospective client’s
best course of action.

BENEFITS:
+ Identifies a strategic plan for the client to follow.
+ Reinforces your expertise as a consultant.

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE:

So, Mr. and Mrs. Client, what I hear you saying about why it’s important to refinance/pay off
your mortgage/buy a new home, is…
(Now, review the last three points from the Ultimate Scenario with your client,
in reverse order.)
Based on what I heard, I recommend…
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12

MY CLOSING: YOU HAVE FOUR OPTIONS…
1, 2, 3, OR ME?

This is the final dialogue in the Initial Consultation series. It is your closing, and it allows you to
ask your prospective client to make a decision.

BENEFITS:
+ Reminds a prospective client that it’s time to choose you as their consultant

EXAMPLE DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, we’ve been together for about an hour and we’ve covered a lot of
territory. You came here with an option to choose. And we’re at that point now.
(Review the major points from the Ultimate Scenario, moving in reverse order from the
seventh answer to the first.)
So let’s review your options:
You can do nothing (gesture/lean negative),
you can do this on your own (gesture/lean negative),
you can work with a traditional real estate/lender (gesture/lean negative) or you can work
with me (gesture/lean positive).
I’m curious: What’s it going to be? 1, 2, 3, or me?
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BONUS

YOU COMPENSATE ME IN TWO WAYS…

ADVANCED DIALOGUE A (OPTIONAL)
This is one in a series of dialogues to use in your Initial Consultation. When you choose to use
this dialogue, it should follow number 5, “What I do for you…”
This dialogue educates clients about the compensation for your services and plants referral
seeds within the framework of your business philosophy.

BENEFITS:
+ Creates a context for asking for referrals at the beginning of the relationship.
+ Sets the expectation you’ll ask for referrals when you deliver a world-class experience.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, one of the things you might be wondering is, “What are my fees?”
Experience shows that many people don’t know how I get compensated for my consulting,
negotiating, and overseeing the transactional details.
I actually get compensated in two ways.
First, I work on a contingent basis versus a retainer basis, which means as your consultant,
negotiator and overseer of all the details, I put up all the up-front money and time to help you
make your dream come true.
This means I pay for all the marketing, office expenses, E & O insurance, my leasing, my
assistants, my gas, and my business operating expenses – I ask for no retainer in advance.
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Only when your dream comes true do I actually receive compensation.
People often ask how I arrive at my

% commission rate. I say because I will assume

all the risk.
I imagine you, like me, want to feel very comfortable paying what I earn because I enter every
relationship knowing in advance that I am l delivering 10 times the value that you would
receive from a traditional Realtor/Lender.
Then of course the second way you compensate me is in the form of your recommendations
to your friends, family and neighbors that you care about, who also would like to (buy/sell/
borrow).
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BONUS

EVALUATE YOUR TOTAL EXPERIENCE…

ADVANCED DIALOGUE B (OPTIONAL)
This is one in a series of dialogues to use in your Initial Consultation. When you choose to use
this dialogue, it should follow number 5, “What I do for you…”
This dialogue sets expectations for delivering a world-class experience and creates an
opportunity for generating immediate feedback during the transaction.

BENEFITS:
+ Plants a seed for your client to become a future Advocate.
+ Provides a visual display that accompanies the script that describes
- The way you work.
- What clients can expect from you.
- How your client will measure your service.
+ Demonstrates your interest in the client’s experience.
+ Builds on the mindset that your goal is to earn referrals and repeat business.
+ Helps develop an open client/consultant relationship.

DIALOGUE:

As you sit here and listen to me, you might notice there are two parts to every transaction –
the product and the process.
Can you tell me your favorite local restaurant?
Imagine the food is the product and the service is the process.
I imagine it is your favorite restaurant because they have both great food and great service. Is
that true?
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I’m curious; does your favorite local restaurant do much advertising? Probably not, because
their food and service are so outrageously good, most of their business comes from repeat
clients and referrals, does it not?
For just a minute, can you imagine that my business is just like your favorite restaurant?
And, as I said earlier, my purpose is for you to be so outrageously happy with both the
product and the process that you feel comfortable telling the people you care about most that
I’m your favorite (real estate agent/lender).
Take a quick look at this graphic that we call the Total Experience Scoreboard. Experience
shows how (buying/selling/borrowing) has two parts.
The product is the (home I help you find/loan I help you get/buyer I help you find for your
home), and the second part is how you feel while I’m helping you, when you feel confident,
self-assured, and well-advised that I’m delivering on the process.
Eventually I want you to be an advocate for me, because that means you love the product and
process that I delivered to you!
Make sense?
When I exceed your expectations with the process and you’re delighted with the product,
you’ll be an advocate for me. That’s how my company works – I want to be more than just a
salesperson doing a deal; I want to be your consultant for life.
When I deliver at that level, I find that clients are eager to refer others because world-class
service can be hard to find these days. Are you comfortable with that?
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BONUS

HOW I SPEND MY TIME…

ADVANCED DIALOGUE C (OPTIONAL)
This is one in a series of dialogues to use in your Initial Consultation. When you choose to use
this dialogue, it should follow number 5, “What I do for you…”
During this dialogue, you’ll continue planting referral seeds during the Initial Consultation.

BENEFITS:
+ Explains the mutual benefits of a referral business for both the consultant and the client.

DIALOGUE:

There is another benefit to you, (Name), for referring me during your transaction that you
may or may not have thought of.
(Name), I’m not going to tell you that the most time-consuming part of my work is finding new
clients because you probably already know that.
(Name), a good thing about referring me to your friends, family, and neighbors during
the transaction is it will allow me to invest more of my time, my energy, and my resources
(getting your home sold/finding your dream home/getting your loan closed) and not taking
time away from you if I’m out looking for new clients.
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BONUS

I SERVE TWO CLIENTS...

ADVANCED DIALOGUE D (OPTIONAL)
This is one in a series of dialogues to use in your Initial Consultation, used only with referred
clients. When you choose to use this dialogue, it should follow number 5, “What I do for you…”
This dialogue acknowledges the importance of referrals to you business and helps you learn
what’s important/valuable to your referred client about your service.

BENEFITS:
+ States your appreciation of, and indebtedness to, the person who referred new clients.
+ Identifies what others are saying about you, highlighting the strengths of the service
you provide.

DIALOGUE:

Mr. and Mrs. Client, the fact that you were referred to me by John Anderson means John said
something about me to you.
Can you show me what he said/tell me what he said/what did he say was his experience
with me?
What else did he say? (Lean strong to the positive side as they say good things about you;
touch your heart with your positive hand.)
(Repeat exactly what they say, word for word, and then ask,)
How important are those things to you when you buy/sell/borrow?
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(Listen to their answer and repeat it back word for word.)
Mr. and Mrs. Client, you may or may not know that because your friend John referred you
to me, it means I’ll be serving two people. (Lean to your positive side, strong.)
The first and most important person, of course, is John, (your friend/family member/
neighbor), who referred you to me, because John trusts me. (Lean positive, strong)
I have a responsibility to him to deliver my very best consulting, negotiating, and managing
of your transactional details.
As you may or may not know, John has referred several families, friends, and neighbors
to me, and John really wants you to be outrageously happy with the level of service I will
provide you.
And of course when you’re delighted, he continues to refer the people he cares most about
to me.
My second client is you. (Lean strong to the positive)
Just as John can count on me, you, too, can count on me to deliver the same level of service
that John trusted, because someday I’ll count on you to refer your friends, your family
members and neighbors to me with as much trust as John does.
(Choose one as a closing question):
Can you see what I’m saying/Do you hear what I’m saying/Does what I’m saying make
sense to you?
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